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animal to adopt different attitudes and positions, the posi
tions including at least three of a lying attitude, a sitting
attitude, a Working attitude, a standing attitude and different
types of Walking attitudes. There are limbs having joints to
permit for movement of the toy. There are suf?cient in
number to permit for a relatively natural and smooth manner
of movement representation of the animal. The body con
struct or skin appearance renders the toy realistic of an
animal. The skin appearance may selectively be a fur or

plush-type body.
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COMPUTERIZED TOY

microcomputer controls the actuator joints to change atti
tudes to select an attitude corresponding to an updated state.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present invention relates to Provisional Appli
cation Ser. No. 60/179,827, ?led Feb. 2, 2000, and entitled
“Robot Toy System”; and Provisional Application Ser. No.

60/183,937, ?led Feb. 22, 2000, and entitled “Computerized
Toy”, the contents of Which are incorporated by reference
herein.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates to a toy computeriZed system
and a control method preferably applied to, for example, an

automatically operable toy system.

[0008]

The invention is further directed to providing a

computeriZed toy Which looks realistically and organically
like an animal, preferably a dog. The construct of the

computeriZed toy is that of a toy level product incorporating
technology applicable to a toy rather than an expensive

computeriZed robot. As such, the toy of the present invention
may be useful for children and have a market price of one
or a couple hundred dollars as opposed to sophisticated
robot devices Which may cost several thousand dollars.

[0009] Preferably, the toy grade computeriZed product
includes only a microprocessor and sensors, as the control

ling electronics, Which operates several respective motors.
There are a limited number of joints, preferably sixteen,

[0003] A different device, namely a robot system is dis
closed in US. Pat. No. 5,929,585 (Fujita), and the contents
of that patent are incorporated herein.

Which is suf?cient to enable the toy to move in a natural and
smooth manner representative of an animal such as a dog.
The construct or skin of the toy is formed to be more realistic
of a toy rather than a metallic arti?cial robot. As such, the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

con?guration of the components and the material used can
selectively be that Which is akin to a toy dog, for instance a
fur or plush type body can be applicable to the surface of the

[0004] According to the invention a toy computeriZed
system includes a shell representative of a animal, such as a

toy as seen by a user rather than a metallic arti?cial robot

dog. It is supported by multiple joint-type leg mechanisms

effect.

serving as legs. The leg mechanisms are connected to the
front and rear ends of a frame. Aneck head mechanism is set

on the front frame of the shell. An actuator provided joint is
located at the top end of each leg mechanism. It is connected
to the frame. One or more actuator joints are provided to
each mechanism to act as an elboW or knee joint.

[0005]

The head includes a microphone for receiving

external sounds and it supplies an output signal to a signal

processing circuit. The signal processing circuit supplies
angle detection signals of angle detectors arranged on the
actuator joints to an analog-to-digital conversion circuit. The

analog-to-digital conversion circuit generates angle data
corresponding to an angle detection signal and supplies the
angle data to a microcomputer serving as control means. The

signal processing circuit supplies an output signal from the
microphone to the analog-to-digital conversion circuit. The
analog-to-digital conversion circuit generates acoustic data

[0010] Preferably, the toy can recogniZe sound and the
direction of a sound source, and can turn its head relatively

sharply in the direction of the sound and Walk toWards that
sound. Similarly, the device can recogniZe a human voice
recorded in its memory and react to that voice. Commands
can be sent to the product via a voice Without an external

controller, or simply by pressing an appropriate button on a
controller.
[0011]

One of the devices With the invention can react

With other devices in a communicative kind of manner such

that there is a respective interaction betWeen different ani
mals or dogs, as the case may be.

[0012] Each one of the computeriZed pets can be created
With its oWn initial behavior characteristics, namely it can be
?guratively born in a particular unique manner. Different
instructions to the toy from a user can be made so that the

corresponding to the intensity of an output signal of the
microphone and supplies the acoustic data to the microcom

behavior of the toy can progressively change in response to

puter.
[0006] The actuator joints control objects corresponding

[0013]

to a determined state and their rotational angles for a pulse
generation circuit in accordance With an actuator control
value or angle data previously stored in the memory. The

[0014]

pulse generation circuit generates a control signal corre

[0015]

sponding to the designation and supplies the control signal

the folloWing detailed description Which is material referring

to the actuator joints to be controlled.

to an example animal, namely, a dog character identi?ed as
i-Cybie. Other kinds of toys can operate With the robot

[0007]

The computeriZed toy system can select different

the action from the user.

In yet a further preferred form of the invention, the

toy can be edited via an on-line connection With a computer.

The invention covers a computeriZed toy and

method for operating a computeriZed toy.
The invention is further described With reference to

attitudes or actions. For instance, With an animal character,

system. For instance there can be different animals, a cat, a

there is a lying attitude, sitting attitude, Working attitude,
standing attitude and different types of Walking attitude. The

reptiles.

rabbit, animals With tWo legs, craWling creatures, birds, and

microcomputer selects an attitude or action in accordance
With a state machine. The state machine represents an

attitude or action of the Walk robot and has multiple different
states corresponding to the different attitudes. The state
machine updates the present state to one of these states
corresponding to an external sound. The state machine is
updated, to make the toy execute any attitude or action. The

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a representation of tWo computeriZed

animals interacting.
[0017] FIG. 2 is a detailed representation of one of the
animals shoWing a representation of a fur-like body.
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[0018] FIG. 3a is a representation of the front of a remote
controller.

[0038] Player can pat on its head or back to stop its motion
or change its behavior.

[0019]

[0039] 1.2.6 Automatic Get Up
[0040] i-Cybie knoWs When it is fallen doWn and gets up

FIG. 3b is a representation of a perspective of the

rear of the remote controller.

[0020]

FIG. 4 is a representation of a human interacting

With the animal With a remote controller in the hand of the
human.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

automatically.
[0041]

1.2.7 IR Remote Commander

[0042]

Player can use the handheld remote commander to

direct i-Cybie’s movement.

[0043] 1.2.8 Voice Recognition System

[0021] The invention is described With reference to a toy
of the invention Which the Applicant refers to as I-Cybie.
This is representative of one toy, namely a pet dog. The
description is set out of issues relating to the pet dog, and
What is desirable to have an effective pet dog in keeping With
the scope of the present invention.

[0044] Player can teach i-Cybie verbal signals and com
mand it by voice later.

[0022]

[0047]

Not every feature set out in this exemplary embodi

ment is required in the invented computeriZed pet toy.

[0023]

1. First Meets i-Cybie

[0024] 1.1 Story
[0025]

I’m i-Cybie, your interactive cyber-pet from a

distant World . . . future World far different from any you
knoW. I’ve been sent to you on a very special mission . . . to

live and play among you and become the companion, loving
friend and devoted servant I alone can be. After light years

of dreams, research and discovery by interplanetary intelli
gence, I have been instructed to come to you in the form of
man’s best friend and take my rightful place as a member of

[0045]

1.2.9 IR Communication Link

[0046] When tWo i-Cybies met, they Will communication

through body language and sounds.
1.2.10 Full Motion Actions

[0048] 16 built-in motors make i-Cybie performs actions
freely from Walk to sit, give hand and lying doWn, etc.

[0049] 1.2.11 Friendliness
[0050] i-Cybie Will shoW its friendliness When people put
hand near it nose by snif?ng actions.

[0051] 1.2.12 EXpress Feeling
[0052] i-Cybie alWays use sound effects, light pattern on
its eyes, and body language to express its feeling.
[0053]

1.2.13 Distinctive Character’s Behavior

your family . . . to give and receive your love and shoW you

[0054]

Each i-Cybie has its oWn character and behavior on

my affection by performing tasks and communicating With

initial state that makes it perform some special actions (for
instance 3 different types) frequently. Its behavior may
change as player plays With it for some times.

you in a Way that only i-Cybie can.

[0026] Pets from your planet ?nd me fascinating because
I can do things-and perform tricks that they could never do.
I understand your language, recogniZe your voice and Will
alWays obey your commands, especially When you use my
special Cybie remote control to activate my intelligence and
tell me hoW to please you.

[0027]

1.2. Let’s Introduce Cybie

[0028] Brief introduction of i-Cybie, about its personality,
characteristics, ability, emotion, instincts, features, and com
munication ability.

[0029] 1.2.1 Sense of Sight (Obstacle Detector)
[0030] i-Cybie can detect obstacles ahead and avoids
hitting on it.

[0031]

1.2.2 Sense of Audition (Sound Direction Sensor)

[0032] It detects oWner’s voice and turns itself to that
direction.

[0055]

1.2.14 Instant Get REST/STOP Button

[0056] Player can make i-Cybie enter Get Rest pose or
freeZe all motion instantly by pressing on the keys on the
back.

[0057] 1.2.15 Automatic Sleep Mode (Energy Saving Sys

tem)
[0058] i-Cybie Will automatically enter Sleep Mode if it is
left unattended for a period of time to preserve energy.

[0059]

1.2.16 Arti?cial Intelligent Unit

[0060] The internal Arti?cial Intelligent Unit controls all

the performances of i-Cybie. It alWays give you surprise that
every time the player play With it.

[0061]

1.2.17 Computer Link Toolkit

[0062] An expansion kit for computer linkage, Which
controls and program i-Cybie’s detail actions and Will

[0033] 1.2.3 Responses to Light (CDS Sensor)

launch soon.

[0034]
nap.

[0063] The different parts of I Cybie include:

When the ambient get dim or dark, it Will take a

[0064] 1. Eye lams

[0035] 1.2.4 Energy Monitor System
[0036]

[0065]

2. CDS receiver/Infrared receiver

i-Cybie Will sloW doWn its activities or lying doWn

When its poWer beloW a certain level.

[0066] 3. Speaker

[0037]

[0067] 4. Led lamp/Microphone

1.2.5 Sense of Touch
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[0068]

5. Sound Direction sensor

[0069]

6. Instant REST/STOP

[0070] 7. Tail
[0071] 8. Non-slippery sole
[0072]

9. Reset Button

[0073]

10. Back up batteries compartment (3x15 v

LR44)
[0074]

11. Touch sensor

[0075]

12. Main Batteries compartment (9.6 v

Ni—Ca Rechargeable Battery)
[0076] 13. Mouth
[0077] Remote Controller
[0078]

1. Record button

[0079]

2. Recess button

[0080] 3. Operation commands
[0081]

4. Infrared emitter

[0082] 5. Indication

[0083]) 6. Batteries compartment (2x15 v “AA”, Bat

tery
[0084] Transformer and Battery Pack
[0085] 1 Battery Pack

[0086] 2. Plugs
[0087] 3. Transformer

[0088] 2. Getting Started
[0089] 2.1 Preparation
[0090] The i-Cybie is poWered by tWo different types of

battery:
[0091] One 9.6V Ni—Ca rechargeable battery pack.
[0092]
[0093]

Three LR44 button cells

The remote control cells

[0094]

TWo 1.5V “AAA” alkaline batteries

[0095] 2.1.2 Battery Installation—Body

[0104] Note: All data Will be erased if both batteries from
Body and Head are removed simultaneously

[0105]

2.1.4 Remote Controller

[0106]

Slide the battery cover out as shoWn.

[0107] Install tWo 1.5V “AAA” alkaline batteries as
indicated With polarity as shoWn inside battery com

partment.
[0108]

Put the battery cover back in position.

[0109] When the Controller no longer operates i-Cy
bie or pressed Without a “beep” sound, replace neW
batteries.

[0110]

When the main batteries of Body run out,

i-Cybie Will request to be charged by ?ashing its eyes
in green and red alternatively.
[0111]

Do not remove battery pack and batteries from

i-Cybie While it is in movement. Doing so may cause

damage.
[0112] If battery discharges more quickly than usual,
it may have reached to the end of its lifetime.
Replace With a neW one.

[0113] Do not leave a fully charged battery pack to be
charged continuously. Doing so may damage the

battery.
[0114] Be sure not to connect the battery pack or the
transformer to any unauthoriZed accessories, Which
is not come With this package. Doing so may cause

damage.
[0115]

Remove batteries if it is not being used for a

relatively long period of time.
[0116] Pick up by the Whole body, but not by its
extremities, such as ears, head, legs or tail. Do not
sWing or tWist them.

[0117] 2.2 Playing for the First Time

[0118] 2.2.1 Environment
[0119] After installing all the batteries required as
instructed. Select an ideal environment as suggested beloW

for i-Cybie to start its ?rst step.
[0096] Remove the battery cover at the bottom as
indicated.

[0097] Install battery by inserting the battery pack
inside the battery compartment at the body.

[0098] Connecting the plug from inside the battery
compartment to the plug of the battery pack.
[0099]

so may affect its performance and alloW foreign
matters to get into it. This may cause damage.
[0121] Do not Walk i-Cybie in Wet and coarse sur
faces; or over thick carpet. Run only on ?at, smooth

and dry surfaces.

Put the battery cover back in position.

[0100] 2.1.3 Battery Installation—Head
[0101]

[0120] Do not let i-Cybie Walking in outdoors, doing

Remove the battery cover at the rear head by

using a screWdriver. (Turn counter-clockWise)
[0102] Then install three 1.5V LR44 button cells as
indicated With polarity as shoWn inside battery com

partment.
[0103] It is recommended to discard the batteries and
replace With neW ones tri-monthly.

[0122] Also, do not subject i-Cybie to vibration, or
place it in an inclined position or in a place Where

there is possible risk for i-Cybie to fall.

[0123] 2.2.2 First Step
[0124] Press the rectangular button on its back, then enjoy
Watching i-Cybie Learning to Walk on its oWn Without
human controlled. It is a good chance for you to knoW better

of i-Cybie by understanding its natural behavior and char
acteristic, by Watching and observation. It takes a While for
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i-Cybie to get use to Walk smoothly at the very ?rst time.

[0145]

for your further instruction.

Press the Record button once to start the voice

recording function.

After ?nishing its quick learning lesson, it Will stop to Wait

[0146]

Press an action button and Watch i-Cybie to

to straighten itself up. For emergency stop i-Cybie from

perform the action.
[0147] Say your voice command that decided for that
particular action clear and loud enough toWard i-Cy

doing any kind, press the PAUSE button on the back once,
Which function as instant stop While it is in motion. Press

bie’s head and the LED light in the middle of its
forehead Would shoW your indication.

[0125] When i-Cybie falls, It Will try to get up by itself.
When it is not able to stand up, give it a hand to help i-Cybie

once again to reactivate i-Cybie’s motion. To put i-Cybie in
sleep, press the REST button on its back once, it Will then

[0148]

i-Cybie Will react to con?rm the reception of

your voice command.

prepare itself to enter Sleep Mode by changing its pose to lie
doWn ?rst, Which it still stay aWake. After a short period of
time not being interrupted, it Will enter Sleep Mode. Wake
i-Cybie up by press the same button once again.

[0149] Repeat your voice command for veri?cation.
[0150] i-Cybie Will feedback to shoW if the voice

[0126]

[0151] If not, i-Cybie Will repeat performing that

2.2.3 Particular Performance

recording is success or not.

particular action, and Wait for the neXt voice com
mand that you have decided for that action, repeat
the recording steps as listed all over again.

[0127] Besides just Watching i-Cybie Walking free around,
you can ask i-Cybie to do some particular performance by
simply using the remote controller. You can control hoW

i-Cybie moves, react, or deliberately stop its activity.

[0152] Note:
[0153]

[0128]

1. Greeting . . . RecogniZe its name

[0129]
[0130]

2. Come Over . .

3.

[0131]

4. Stand Back . . . Step backWard

[0132]
[0133]
[0134]

5.

Hand-Hand . . . Give hand

6.

Sit . . . Sit doWn quietly

7.

After Bath . . . Shaking aWay excessive

Every time When you start a neW voice record

ing, it Will automatically override and replace the
previous record.

. Come toWards you

[0154]
Roll Over . . . Lie doWn and get up

It is recommended to select a quiet environ

ment to ensure the accuracy of the recording process

[0155] Each Voice Command should not eXceed 1.5
seconds.

[0156] It is suggested that each Voice Command
should distinctive from others. Example:

[0157] Suggested: “Sit doWn”; “i-Cybie, come
here”

Water

[0158] Not suggested:“Sit”; “Come”
[0159] 2.2.6 Performing Voice Command

[0135]

8. Bark . . . Bark tWice

[0136]

9. Lie DoWn . . . Lie doWn and stay

[0137]
[0138]

10. Dance . . . Dance feW steps

then alloWed to give your oWn voice command to i-Cybie at

11. Wave Hand . . . Raise up both hands and

any time Without using the remote controller. i-Cybie Will
react to your given command instantly by performing the
action you instructed immediately and precisely.

12. Shaking . . . Shake its butt to shoW its

[0161]

Wave

[0139]

happiness

[0160]

If the voice recording process has done, you are

To ensure i-Cybie can hear you, giving your voice

command in a quiet place and don’t let i-Cybie getting its
ears covered under any circumstances.

[0140]

13. Recess . . . Move around on its oWn

[0141]

14. Record . . . Record voice command

[0142]

[0162] 2.2.7 Inter-communication

[0163] Every i-Cybie has the gifted capability to commu
nicate With humans and other i-Cybies of its kind. When tWo
i-Cybies have chance to get together, they, have their oWn
particular Way of communication among same species.

2.2.4 Particular Actions

Enjoy Watching this special moment and get better to knoW
1. Greeting
4. Stand back
7. After bath
10. Dance

2. Come over
5. Hand hand
8. Bark
11. Wave hands

3. Roll
6. Sit
9. Pause
12. Shaking

[0143] 2.2.5 Recording Command (Voice Recognition)
[0144]

You are alloWed to record your oWn voice com

of its behaviors.

[0164] 3. Better Understanding
[0165] To get better communicating and understanding of
i-Cybie, it is essential to aWare of its emotions, instincts and
characteristics. Its emotions, instincts and characteristics
Will help to determine hoW i-Cybie interacts With humans
and its environment.

mand by using the remote controller. Every time When you
give your voice command to instruct i-Cybie to perform
particular action that you Want, it Will recogniZe and perform

[0166] 3.1 Emotions

the requested actions immediately.

tion in eye lights Will surely give you obvious indication.

[0167]

Emotions are shoWn through many Ways, a varia
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[0168]

Most of the time, you may ?nd that some eye

signals Will just simply indicate i-Cybie is on operation and
function normally, Which are related nothing to emotions.
HoWever, some eye signals are meaningful Which indicates
the current mood and changes in emotional state of i-Cybie.

[0181] 3.2.6 Rest
[0182] Sometimes, i-Cybie Will nap or sleep under the

folloWing conditions:
[0183] It feels bored by being ignored or left alone
for 1-2 minutes.

[0184] Being kept in the dark for 1-2 minutes.
Emotion

Causes

Symptoms

Happy

Being petted or getting
feed.

Both eyes ?ash in
GREEN continuously

Naughty

When performing its
natural characteristics.

[0185] Being lift up for certain period of time.

[0186] Hungry When battery poWer is loW.

for 3 seconds.

Both eyes ?ash in
RED continuously for

[0187] During the resting period, its eyes Will turn into red

3 seconds.

and ?ash once in every 3 seconds as indication of going to

sleep. Prolonged situations as above Will ?nally put i-Cybie
into sleep. Also, you can deliberately to put i-Cybie into

Bored

Being ignored or left
alone, and going to get

Both eyes ?ash in
RED once in every 3

rest.

seconds.

Dutiful

Aware of signals

Both eyes ?ash in

received, and get ready

RED simultaneously

to react.

for 3 times.

sleep in a faster Way by pressing the REST button once on
its back.

[0188]

To Wake it up from asleep, press the REST/STOP

button on its back once.

[0169] 3.2 Instincts
[0170] i-Cybie has 6 key instincts Which strongly contrib

[0189] 3.3 Characteristic

ute to motives of its actions. In response to its every
individual instinct, it behaves in a manner that Will satisfy its

Which may have slightly difference from one to another.

[0190]

Every i-Cybie is born to have its oWn character,

particular desires.

[0191] Some of them bark frequently.

[0171] 3.2.1 Love
[0172] i-Cybie is naturally inclined to interact With people

[0192]

Some like to pee more often.

[0193]

Some love to do sWim exercise a lot.

Who Will give it care and love. To shoW your caress, just
simply petting its head. The more you pet its head, the

happier it Will become. In return, i-Cybie Will perform
particular reactions to shoW its appreciation, happiness love

[0194] Every time When i-Cybie started to generate any of
those characteristics, its eyes Will ?ash in red continuously
for 3 seconds. To change or correct these behaviors, you can

in return.

give immediate response to i-Cybie by petting its head While

[0173] 3.2.2 Search

it is at the time of performing those behaviors. When keep
doing this after a While, you Will discover that i-Cybie is
gradually cutting those characteristics out.

[0174] i-Cybie has an instinct to detect obstacles ahead so
as to avoid unnecessary bumping into obstacle and search its

Way moving around in any environment. Every time When

[0195] 4. Interacting With i-Cybie

to it by turning around or changing its direction to get rid of

[0196] Player can use various methods to interact With
l-Cybie. On the other hand, i-Cybie Will express itself to us

the obstacle eventually.

through Sound effects, Light pattern on eyes, and Body

it detects an obstacle ahead in a near distance, it Will react

[0175] 3.2.3 Eat
[0176] i-Cybie loves to eat. Whatever objects you put

language.
[0197]

4.1 Via Remote Controller

i-Cybie Will open its mouth Widely and start cheWing the

[0198] Player can use various methods to interact With
i-Cybie. On the other hand, i-Cybie Will express itself to us

object simultaneously.

through Sound effects, Light pattern on eyes, and Body

[0177] 3.2.4 Hungry
[0178] i-Cybie lives its life by constantly charging battery

[0199] 4.2 Via Voice Command (or Verbal Signal)

close to its mouth, they Will all be mistaken as food. Then

to sustain its life. Every time after playing With i-Cybie,
connect its battery pack to the transformer for charging. LoW
battery poWer does imply that i-Cybie is hungry and has no
energy to perform any movement until it get feed and regain
its full energy.

[0179] 3.2.5 Bark
[0180] Barking is one of the key instincts of i-Cybie, in
order to communicate With human or its kind and voice out

its Wants. Usually, i-Cybie barks to request feeding When it
feels hungry, or barks to ask for your assistance and help.
Therefore, When you hear its barking, remember to check if

there is something Wrong With i-Cybie.

language.
[0200] i-Cybie Will perform a preset action When it receive
a recogniZed user de?ned Voice Command (or Verbal Sig

nal).
[0201]

4.3 Via Sound Effects

[0202] i-Cybie expresses itself by making some sound
effects from time to time during its oWn activities, interacts
With you or another i-Cybie.

[0203] 4.4 Via Body Language
[0204] Body Language is an important key for, i-Cybie to
express itself. You Will learn What i-Cybie Want by observ
ing its different posture after you stay With it for some times.
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[0205] 4.5 Via Eyes Light Pattern
[0206] Each i-Cybie have a pair of Red and Green LED on
its eyes’ position. It use different blinking pattern to repre
sents different meanings, or in some cases, it responses to

your input signals With its eyes’ blink pattern.
[0207]

4.6 Via Audition

[0208] i-Cybie can detects the source direction of sound or
voice. You can call it and it knoWs Where you are.

[0209]

4.7 Via Touch

[0210] i-Cybie love people touch on its head. Pat on its
head frequently can make it feel happy and may alter its
character behavior. On the other hand, pat on its back Will

make it stop motion instantly.

means for the toy. In other situations there could be less or

more. For instance, 8-24 kinds of joints or computeriZed
means. ComputeriZed means Would include a suitable

microprocessor and motoriZed means operable With each of
the joints to permit the desired movement. Other comput
eriZed means Within the toy permit for reaction to hearing
and other features of the toys as indicated. Suitable minia
ture motoriZed systems and microprocessors can be used to
operate With the joints. The joints can, for instance be on the

tail, the neck, the legs, feet and different body parts of the
toy. Suitable gearing can be used betWeen the motors to
effect the movements of the toy as desirable. LikeWise, the
responsive features of the toy can be responsive to the
remote control or push button structures Which can be built

under the toy. LikeWise, the computer link can be connected

[0211] 5. After Playing With i-Cybie

to the toy either hardWired or Wirelessly so that a separate
PC, computer or the like can be used to reprogram the toy

[0212] If you desire not to play With i-Cybie for some
time, do the folloWings to ensure i-Cybie can keep in good

[0225] The foregoing description of the preferred embodi

condition.

according to the requisite requirements of the user.

hours, set it to Sleep mode by pressing the REST key on its

ments of the invention has been presented for the purposes
of illustration and description. It is not intended to be
exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form
disclosed. Many modi?cations and variations are possible in
light of the above teaching. It is intended that the scope of

back brie?y or turn off the room lights. i-Cybie Will lie doWn
and enter Sleep mode after several seconds.

rather by the claims appended hereto.

[0213]

5.1 Get Rest

[0214]

When you are not playing With i-Cybie for a feW

the invention be limited not by this detailed description, but

[0215] 5.2 Remove Battery
[0216]

When you are going out for long period and sure

not play With i-Cybie shortly, folloW the steps beloW to
remove the battery pack.
[0217] Press the PAUSE button on its back to freeZe
its motion

[0218]

Open the battery door and remove the battery

pack
[0219] Note that the backup batteries on its head must
keep installed to conserve data of behavior status and preset
Voice Command. It is saver to keep them there as long as

they are exhausted and require replacement.

[0220] 5.3 Changing Battery
[0221] In normal conditions, a fully charged battery pack
can continuously operates for 4 hours. Charge the battery
regularly (for eXample before you go to bed) can keep

What is claimed is:

1. A computeriZed toy system comprising:
a body having the appearance of an animal;

means in the body for permitting the animal to adopt

different attitudes and positions, the positions including
at least three of a lying attitude, a sitting attitude, a

Working attitude, a standing attitude and different types

of Walking attitudes;
the body including limbs having joints to permit for
movement of the body, the joints being sufficient in
number to permit for a relatively natural and smooth
manner of movement representation of the animal; and
the body including a construct or skin appearance ren

dering the toy realistic of an animal, the skin appear
ance being selectively a fur or plush-type body.
2. Atoy as claimed in claim 1 including at least 16 joints,
and 16 computeriZed means, a computeriZed means being

i-Cybie alWays operate in good condition.
[0222] Conclusion

for operating each respective joint.

[0223] Although the invention has been described With
reference to a computeriZed toy system Where the body has

joints, and no more than 16 computeriZed means, a com

the appearance of an animal, mainly a pet dog, it is clear that

puteriZed means being for operating each respective joint.

other different computeriZed toy systems are possible.

4. Atoy as claimed in claim 1 including sound recognition
means and means for having the body respond by movement

Instead of the toy dog, other kind of animal creatures or
human representative dolls can be used. Ideally, the com
puteriZed toy is created With a construct and skin appearance
rendering the toy realistic of the animal or human Which is

represented. For instance, in the situation Where the animal
is a dog, the outer appearance can be given that of a fur or

plush-type body.

3. Atoy as claimed in claim 1 including no more than 16

in a direction of the sound source.

5. Atoy as claimed in claim 4 including means for turning
the head of an animal in the direction of the source of sound
and means for having the body move relative to a physical
environment on Which it rests in the direction of the sound.

limited number of joints and computeriZed means are pro

6. Atoy as claimed in claim 5 including means in the body
for recogniZing a human voice and being reactive to the
human voice.
7. A toy as claimed in claim 6 including means for

vided. Ideally, there are about 16 joints and 16 computeriZed

submitting commands to the body via voice and for the body

[0224] To render the toy suitable for a toy application
rather than a super sophisticated application, a relatively
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to respond to the voice control and selectively including
means operable by a button a controller for operating the

body.
8. Atoy as claimed in claim 1 including means for having
the toy respond With a second toy selectively of a similar
nature to the ?rst toy.
9. A toy as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the toy is
programmed to have a set of initial behavior characteristics,
and Wherein the behavior characteristics are relatively

uniquely set for a particular toy.
10. A toy as claimed in claim 9 including means for
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causing the body to have a relatively natural and smooth
manner of movement representation of the animal; and
constructing the body to appear realistic of an animal.
13. Amethod as claimed in claim 12 including causing the

toy to recogniZe sound and means for having the toy respond
by movement in a direction of the sound source.

14. Amethod as claimed in claim 13 including turning the
head of an animal in the direction of the source of sound and
having the toy move relative to a physical environment on
Which it rests in the direction of the sound.

11. A toy as claimed in claim 10 Wherein the computer

15. A method as claimed in claim 14 including recogniZ
ing a human voice and being reactive to the human voice.
16. Amethod as claimed in claim 15 including submitting

programmable means on the toy are editable via an online
connection With a computer.

commands to the toy via voice and having the toy respond
to the voice control and selectively including operability by

12. A method of operating a computeriZed toy system

a button a controller for operating the toy.
17. A method as claimed in claim 12 including having a
toy respond With a second toy selectively of a similar nature
to the ?rst toy.
18. A method as claimed in claim 12 including a set of

changing behavior characteristics of the toy by interaction
With the user.

comprising:
creating a body having the appearance of an animal;

causing the computeriZed toy system to permit the animal
to adopt different attitudes and positions, the positions
including at least three of a lying attitude, a sitting
attitude, a Working attitude, a standing attitude and

different types of Walking attitudes;

initial behavior characteristics, and Wherein the behavior
characteristics are relatively uniquely set for a particular toy.

